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Conflict Update # 143 

August 6th, 2022 

Conflict Assessment 

Key Assessments 

Russian losses -  Russia has lost a total of 

41,900 military personnel in the course of 

its full-scale military invasion in Ukraine. 

The Ukrainian Armed Forces killed 250 

Russian soldiers on 5 August alone. 

Total combat losses of the Russian forces 

between 24 February and 6 August 2022 

are estimated to be [the figures in 

parentheses represent the latest losses - 

ed.]: 41,900 military personnel killed, 

125,000 injured, 1,802 tanks, 4,051 

armoured combat vehicles, 955 artillery 

systems, 260 multiple-launch rocket 

systems, 127 air defence systems, 223 

aircraft, 191 helicopters, 744 operational-

tactical UAVs, 182 cruise missiles, 15 

ships/boats, 2,970 vehicles and tankers, 

and 85 special vehicles. 

In the past 24 hours Ukraine has also 

destroyed 3 Russian control points, a 

observation post and 2 arms depots. 

A Russian opposition outlet reported 

that Russian forces are storing explosives 
and mines in and around Zaporizhzhia 
Nuclear Power Plant and may have mined 
parts of the plant. Russian forces may also 
be firing rockets at Ukrainian positions 
from within or near the plant. 

Russian forces conducted limited 
ground attacks northwest of Slovyansk 

and east and south of Bakhmut. 

Russian forces conducted a series of ground attacks to attempt to break through Ukrainian defensive lines north, 
west, and south of Donetsk City. 

Russian forces did not conduct offensive operations in southern Ukraine and continued to undertake defensive 

measures. 
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Ongoing Ukrainian partisan 
activity and civilian resistance are 
frustrating Russian occupation 
forces as Russian occupation 
authorities continue to prepare for 
the integration of occupied 
territories into the Russian 
Federation following their upcoming 
sham annexation referenda. 

Russian state media advocated 
for labor camps, repressions, and 

shooting of Ukrainian partisans and 
civilians that refused to cooperate 
with Russian-appointed officials in 
occupied Ukrainian territories. 

Subordinate Main Effort—

Southern Kharkiv, Donetsk, 

Luhansk Oblasts - Russian forces 

conducted a limited ground attack 

northwest of Slovyansk and 

otherwise shelled settlements along 

the Izyum-Slovyansk line on August 

6. The Ukrainian General Staff (UGS) 

reported that Russian troops tried 

and failed to advance on the western 

outskirts of Bohorodychne, about 

17km northwest of Slovyansk. 

Russian forces continued artillery 

strikes on settlements along the 

Kharkiv-Donetsk Oblast border, 

including Mazanivka, Adamivka, 

Kurulka, Dibrovne, Dovhenke, 

Krasnopillya, and Dolyna. 

Russian forces did not conduct any 

confirmed ground attacks on Siversk 

and continued to shell Siversk and 

surrounding settlements on August 

6. Social media posted to Twitter on August 5 showed elements of the Russian 55th Motorized Rifle Brigade of the 41st 

Combined Arms Army of the Central Military district reportedly operating in the direction of Siversk. This imagery 

seemingly confirms that elements of Russian Colonel General Aleksandr Lapin’s “Central Group” of forces are still 

operating in northeastern Donetsk Oblast near the Luhansk Oblast border, as ISW has previously reported. 

Russian force conducted a series of ground attacks east and south of Bakhmut on August 6. UGS stated that Russian 

troops attempted to gain more advantageous tactical positions around Stryapivka, Bakhmutske, Soledar, Yakovlivka, 

Volodymyrivka, and Pokrovske, settlements along the eastern arc of Bakhmut and all within 12km of the outskirts of 

Bakhmut.  
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Russian troops additionally continued localized ground attacks south of Bakhmut around Vidrozhennya, Vershyna, 

Kodema, and Zaitseve and otherwise shelled Bakhmut and surrounding settlements to support ongoing ground 

operations. Geolocated footage posted by the Donetsk People’s Republic (DNR) militia forces indicates that Russian 

forces have likely captured Travneve, a small settlement about 17km south of Bakhmut. 

Russian forces conducted a series of ground attacks in an attempt to break through Ukrainian lines of defense in the 

Avdiivka-Donetsk City area on August 6. UGS reported that they unsuccessfully attempted to penetrate Ukrainian 

defenses north of Donetsk City in the Spartak-Avdiivka, Novoselivka Druha-Krasnohorivka, and Lozove-Nevelske 

directions.  

Russian troops also attempted to push west of their positions near Oleksandrivka towards Maryinka, about 5km west of 

the Petrovskyi district of Donetsk City. Ukrainian sources additionally refuted Russian claims that Russian forces have full 

control over Pisky, and geolocated 

footage of Donetsk People’s Republic 

(DNR) soldiers in Pisky indicates that 

Russian troops likely only control the 

southeastern outskirts of Pisky. 

Russian forces conducted several 

limited ground attacks southwest of 

Donetsk City in the direction of the 

Donetsk-Zaporizhia Oblast border on 

August 6. The Ukrainian General Staff 

stated that Russian forces 

unsuccessfully attempted to break 

through Ukrainian defenses around 

Krylivka, Pavlivka, Novomaiorske, 

and Prechystivka- all southwest of 

Donetsk City and within 30km of the 

Zaporizhia Oblast border. Russian 

forces continued air and artillery 

strikes in the area between Donetsk 

City and the oblast border. 

Supporting Effort #1—Kharkiv 

City - Russian forces did not conduct 

any confirmed ground attacks in 

northeastern Kharkiv Oblast and 

shelled Kharkiv City and surrounding 

settlements on August 6. 

Supporting Effort #2—Southern 

Axis - Russian forces did not conduct 

offensive operations in southern 

Ukraine and focused on defending 

their occupied positions with 

aviation and artillery. Ukrainian military officials reported that Russian forces continued to launch airstrikes near 

Andriivka, situated on the eastern Inhulets River’s bank near the Ukrainian bridgehead.  
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Russian forces also continued aerial reconnaissance near the bridgehead and maintained artillery fire along the contact 

line in Kherson Oblast. The Ukrainian Southern Operational Command stated that Russian forces are rotating manpower 

and redistributing equipment in unspecified directions in Kherson Oblast but noted that the composition of Russian 

troops in the area has not changed as of August 5.  

Russian forces launched rockets at Nikopol, Zaporizhia City, and Mykolaiv City from MLRS systems. Social media footage 

also showed Russian forces transporting a Buk air defense system near Pryazovske, southeast of Melitopol, on an 

unspecified date. 

Ukrainian military officials confirmed several strikes at Russian strongholds and ammunition depots throughout Kherson 

Oblast. The Ukrainian Southern Operational Command stated that Ukrainian missile units destroyed two Russian control 

points belonging to the 76th Airborne Assault Division and the 49th Combined Arms Army in Chornobaivka (about 5km 

northwest of Kherson City), a command and observation post of an unspecified battalion tactical group (BTG) in 

Bruskinske along the T2207 highway, and an ammunition depot in Oleshky southeast of Kherson City.  

Ukrainian local officials noted that Russian forces are continuing to accumulate large quantities of military equipment in  

Oleshky, likely in preparation to defend logistics routes to Kherson City and to establish defensive positions on the left 

bank of Dnipro River. Social media users published footage of a large smoke cloud coming from Skadovsk (approximately 

62km south of Kherson City), but Ukrainian officials have not confirmed any Ukrainian attack on that location as of the 

time of this publication. 

Mobilization and Force Generation 

Efforts - Existing Russian military units and 

the Russian National Guard  (Rosgvardia) are 

continuing to recruit volunteers to reinforce 

existing military units. Caucasus region-

focused outlet Kavkaz Uzel reported that 

Russian forces distributed leaflets and 

established a day-long recruitment drive in 

Nazran, Republic of Ingushetia, to recruit 

volunteers for the existing 503rd Motorized 

Rifle Regiment of the 58th Combined Arms 

Army. Russian forces reconstituted the 503rd 

Regiment in July 2021, after it had been 

dismantled in 2009 during the military 

reforms. Rosgvardia also posted job listings 

for riflemen and drivers in the Republic of 

Ingushetia offering starting monthly salaries 

of 45,000 to 50,000 rubles (about $750 to 

$820) with a requirement to be ready to 

participate in the “special military operation” 

in Ukraine.  

The Republic of Dagestan also posted explosives expert positions with a requirement for “a desire to serve in the Russian 

Armed Forces.” Stavropol and Krasnoyarskiy Krai both listed on employment portals several military positions such as 

UAV operator with the requirement to travel for ”business trips.” Such recruitment drives indicate that Russian leaders 

are seeking to exploit different security services to generate more volunteers for the ”special military operation.” The 

drives also suggest that volunteer recruitment is not limited to newly forming volunteer units. 
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ISW identified additional Russian federal subjects (regions) that are recruiting personnel for volunteer battalions to 

participate in the Russian invasion of Ukraine. Local media outlets reported that Khanty-Mansi Okrug and Voronezh and 

Smolensk Oblasts are forming volunteer battalions and offering one-time enlistment payments ranging between 100,000 

and 250,000 rubles (about $1,650 to $4,130). Smolensk Oblast officials created the ”Feniks” volunteer battalion Telegram 

channel on July 27 and announced recruitment of men ages 18 to 60 in the region for a minimum six-month service 

period. Khanty-Mansi Okrug announced the formation of two unnamed volunteer battalions also requiring a minimum 

contract time period of six months. Voronezh Oblast promised recruits of an unspecified volunteer battalion monthly 

salaries of at least 256,000 rubles (about $4,200) if the servicemen serve in the combat zone. 

Activity in Russian-occupied - Ongoing Ukrainian partisan activity and civilian resistance are frustrating Russian 

occupation forces and may lead to additional crackdowns on occupied civilians. Unknown people shot and killed the 

deputy head of the Russian administration in charge of the housing and utility sector in Nova Kakhovka, Kherson Oblast, 

Vitaly Gura, on August 5, who died in the hospital on August 6.  

Russian milblogger Daniil Bezsonov claimed that Ukrainian partisans were responsible. Ukrainian Advisor to the Kherson 

Military Administration Serhiy Khan warned that ”Gura’s fate will reach all collaborators” but did not directly attribute 

the attack to partisans.  

Ukrainian Telegram channel MariupolNow reported that partisans took responsibility for an explosion at the Russian-

controlled police station in Berdyansk, Zaporizhia Oblast on August 6. The Ukrainian Resistance Center reported on 

August 4 that Russian occupation forces harassed the staff of a construction materials store in occupied Kherson, but 

that the staff refused to work for Russian occupation forces. The Ukrainian Resistance Center also reported both attacks 

on August 6 and said “The Center for National Resistance notes that collaborationism is bad for your health.” 

Russian state media advocated for the introduction of labor camps, repression, and the shooting of Ukrainian partisans 

and civilians who refuse to cooperate with Russian-appointed officials in occupied Ukrainian territories. Kremlin-affiliated 

outlet Komsomolskaya Pravda host Sergey Mardan encouraged an unnamed occupation authority that he interviewed 

on his show to recreate gulags (the notorious Soviet prison/labor camp system), confiscate private property, and shoot 

local teachers and partisans for refusing to cooperate with Russian-appointed authorities.  

The majority owner of Komsomolskaya Pravda, Sergey Rudnov, is the son of Oleg Rudnov, a childhood friend of Russian 

President Putin. The unnamed occupation official also acknowledged that Russian authorities have been facing severe 

challenges with partisan activity, specifically noting an occasion when partisans disabled the electronic control units of 

unspecified equipment. The interview confirms Ukrainian official reports of partisan activity and the refusal of Ukrainian 

specialists to cooperate with occupation authorities. 

Meanwhile, Russian occupation forces continue to prepare for the integration of occupied territories into the Russian 

Federation following their sham annexation referenda. The Ukrainian Resistance Center reported on August 6 that 

Russian authorities seized the Suspline Kherson TV branch, likely to establish pro-Russian broadcasters in advance of the 

referenda, and renamed it the Tavriia channel.  

The Tavriia (or Tauride) Gubernia was a historical province of the Russian Empire and is a possible administrative structure 

for parts of occupied Kherson and Zaporizhia oblasts that could fold them into a Russian republic that may also include 

Russian-occupied Crimea. The Center reported that the majority of the TV channel staff refused to cooperate, so Russian 

forces appointed a ”cleaning lady” as channel director and imported propagandists from St Petersburg to open a ”media 

school” to teach all ”willing” people how to be journalists, cameramen, and editors for the occupation administration-

run channel.  

Russian state-affiliated news outlet TASS reported that Russian occupation forces will begin issuing Russian license plates 

in Kherson Oblast with region code 184 and will require residents to have Russian passports to acquire legal license plates. 
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ISW previously reported that Russian occupation authorities are dramatically expanding their passportization of occupied 

Ukrainian territories by requiring Ukrainian civilians to acquire Russian passports to participate in basic life activities. The 

Russian head of the Zaporizhia Occupation Administration, Yevheny Balitsky, stated yesterday that the Zaporizhian rail 

lines will become “part of a big network of Russian railways,” demonstrating Russian plans for increasingly overt 

integration with the Russian Federation. 

Residents of Bakhmut and Sloviansk leaked information about movement of Armed Forces of Ukraine - Two 

Russian collaborator networks have been discovered and their members  detained in the Donetsk Oblast. They were 

scouting the positions of the Armed Forces of Ukraine near the eastern front and passing this information to the Russian 

forces. 

Russian forces begin assault on two eastern Ukraine cities - Russian forces began an assault Saturday on two 

key cities in the eastern Donetsk region and kept up rocket and shelling attacks on other Ukrainian cities, including one 

close to Europe’s largest nuclear power plant, Ukraine's military and local officials said. 

Both cities of Bakhmut and Avdiivka have been considered key targets of Russia’s ongoing offensive across Ukraine’s east, 

with analysts saying Moscow needs to take Bakhmut if it is to advance on the regional hubs of Sloviansk and Kramatorsk. 

“In the Donetsk direction, the enemy is conducting an offensive operation, concentrating its main efforts on the Bakhmut 

and Avdiivka directions. It uses ground attack and army aviation,” the Ukrainian General Staff said on Facebook. 

The last Russian strike on Sloviansk was July 30, but Ukrainian forces are fortifying their positions around the city in 

expectation of new fighting. 

Russia tasks mercenaries with frontline sectors as infantry losses mount - Russia has tasked mercenaries to 

hold sections of the frontline in Ukraine in a sign it is running short of combat infantry, Britain’s MoD said, as Kyiv steps 

up its counter-offensive in the south. 

Greater reliance on paid fighters from the Russian private military company Wagner Group for frontline duties rather 

than their usual work in special operations is another sign that its military is stressed six months into its war in Ukraine. 

The British defence ministry said in an intelligence update that Wagner mercenaries were unlikely to make up for the 

loss of regular infantry units or alter the trajectory of Russia’s invasion. 

“This is a significant change from the previous employment of the group since 2015, when it typically undertook missions 

distinct from overt, large-scale regular Russian military activity,” the ministry said on Twitter. 

Humanitarian 

Zelensky denounces Amnesty report accusing Ukraine military of endangering civilians - Ukraine’s president 

has reacted with anger and outrage after his military was accused of endangering its own civilians by deliberately placing 

bases in residential areas and even making use of hospitals and schools. 

A report by Amnesty International said its researchers found evidence between April and July that Ukrainian forces were 

carrying out strikes against Russian troops from inside populated residential areas. 

In his nightly video address, Zelensky rejected the claims by amnesty, and said the report sought “to shift responsibility 

from the aggressor to the victim.” 

“There is no condition, even hypothetically, under which any Russian strike on Ukraine becomes justified. Aggression 

against our state is unprovoked, invasive and terrorist,” he said on Thursday evening, according to the Associated Press. 
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The head of Ukraine's Amnesty International chapter quit Friday after the human rights organization released a report 

claiming Ukrainian forces put civilians in harm's way by basing themselves in populated areas. 

Containment 

UK Protector leads MQ-9B development in Europe - The Royal Air Force is set to become the world’s first 

operational user of the MQ-9B SkyGuardian, the world’s most advanced medium-altitude, long-endurance RPAS 

(Remotely Piloted Air System). 

The RAF’s version is called the Protector RG 

Mk1, and Her Majesty’s Government is on 

track to accept delivery of its first aircraft this 

autumn from designer and manufacturer 

General Atomics Aeronautical Systems, Inc., 

based in San Diego. The Royal International 

Air Tattoo and the Farnborough Air Show 

provides an opportunity for the Royal Air 

Force to demonstrate their leading position on the cutting edge of aviation to a wide variety of UK stakeholders as well 

as International Partners and Allies. 

Protector is the largest and most capable aircraft of its kind anywhere in the world, purpose built to lead a new generation 

of multi-mission aircraft for the most sophisticated users such as the Royal Air Force. Although it’s descended from the 

well-proven Predator family of RPAS, a fleet which has recorded more than 7 million flight hours, Protector is a whole 

new certified platform that stands alone and does things its predecessors never could. 

The aircraft can operate in virtually all weather. It has de-icing and lightning protections. Its longer wingspan means it 

can operate longer, fly further, carry more, and operate from shorter airfields, increasing its versatility. 

Protector has some of the world’s most versatile onboard equipment, including electro-optical infrared sensors that give 

it extraordinary vision over long ranges day or night; a synthetic aperture radar that lets it peer through dust, smoke, 

haze; and more. 

It also has a proprietary Detect And Avoid System, invented and developed by manufacturer General Atomics 

Aeronautical Systems, Inc., that lets the aircraft, and its pilots see everything in the air around them as well, if not better, 

than an onboard pilot would. 

This system and other novel features mean Protector can integrate into civil airspace just as another normal aircraft 

would, something no other RPAS can do. This gives the Royal Air Force the best of both worlds: a highly versatile multi-

mission aircraft that can fly missions for up to 40 hours and one that requires no special arrangements by military or civil 

aviation authorities. Protector’s pilots and crew can be located remotely from the aircraft fleet, simplifying the footprint 

required to deploy Protector rapidly, anywhere in the world. 

Sanctions 

Russia bans dozens of Canadians in new sanctions move - Russia announced on Friday that it would ban entry 

into its territory of 62 Canadians, including political and military officials, priests and journalists, in response to recent 

Canadian sanctions targeting Russian personalities. 
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This decision was taken “in view of the particularly hostile nature of the regime of (Canadian) Prime Minister Justin 

Trudeau” and in response to actions intended to “insult not only the multinational and multi-faith people of Russia, but 

also Orthodox believers around the world." the Russian Ministry of Foreign Affairs said in a press release.  

China 

China ends live-fire missile testing near Taiwan early amid protests from Japan, US - China's PLA appeared 

to have ended live-fire missile tests around Taiwan after just a few hours, amid international criticism and disappointment 

on domestic social media on Friday. 

The missile tests were part of an intensive round of PLA military exercises around Taiwan scheduled from Aug. 4-7, and 

their conclusion was viewed by online Little Pink nationalist commentators as disappointing. The drills and incursions by 

Chinese ships and planes into Taiwan's waters are continuing, however. 

A military scholar who gave only the surname Li said the five missiles that landed in Japanese waters had exposed 

weaknesses in the PLA's missile launch technology. 

"Their missile technology is relatively outdated, as it relies on a U.S.-made civilian GPS positioning technology for 

guidance," Li said. 

"The Dongfang-15 was ... developed for use against the former Soviet Union, with very similar technology to that of the 

U.S. at the time," he said. "[Their] more recently developed missiles could have been even more inaccurate." 

China also announced Friday to sanction Pelosi and her immediate family members as she insisted on visiting Taiwan in 

disregard of China's serious concerns and firm opposition, making her the highest-ranking US politician sanctioned by 

China. Analysts said that all of China's countermeasures are "unprecedented" and "very necessary" and they showcased 

China's strong opposition to the US' violation of its bottom line. They warned that cancellations of exchange mechanisms 

of the two militaries at multiple levels may lead to more potential clashes if the US keeps making provocations, and US 

politicians should stop maniac actions and stop sowing chaos around the world. 

UK's House of Commons' Foreign Affairs Committee is planning a visit to Taiwan probably in November or early 

December. Lithuania's Foreign Minister Gabrielius Landsbergis also tweeted on Wednesday that "Now Pelosi has opened 

the door to Taiwan much wider, I am sure other defenders of freedom and democracy will be walking through very soon." 

Blinken addressed Pelosi's visit, saying, "Speaker Pelosi is from our legislative branch, which is an independent, coequal 

branch of government. And she has the â€” had the right to make that visit, as many members of our Congress have 

visited Taiwan, including this year. 

"But regardless of that, China's reaction is so disproportionate and so dangerous. Whatever it feels about the visit, 

launching 11 ballistic missiles over Taiwan, sending its ships all around Taiwan. Five of the missiles that it launched landed 

near Japan. And I think what you're hearing from countries throughout the region, including ASEAN, which put out a 

statement, is real concern about how destabilizing and dangerous these actions can be." 

Blinken said the United States "is not going to engage in any provocative actions of our own. We think the seas should 

be calmed. The Taiwan Strait is of vital importance to virtually every country in the region - so much commerce goes 

through there. If that were interrupted, it would have a terrible impact on the global economy, and on everyone's desire 

to recover from COVID." 

About 48% of the world's 5,400 operational container ships passed through the Taiwan Strait in the first seven months 

of this year, according to Bloomberg. 
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Comment – By deploying their missiles and other weaponry, China has shown its military hand to the US and NATO. Close 

monitoring of all Chinese PL activity will have been conducted by the US with deployment and satellite imagery being 

relayed live to information technologists for analyses. 

Expansion of Conflict 

Russia is seeking new wars and Kosovo could be the next one - Planned as a lightning-fast “special military 

operation,” Russia’s aggression against Ukraine has been going on for far too long. Russia is not looking for peace offers, 

cease-fires or negotiations. Instead, it is looking for the activation of some new wars on other sides of the world. 

Somewhere far away, where the worried world will turn away and forget about the Ukrainian chaos Russia created. 

If another conflict exploded somewhere, according to Russia’s calculation, the West would have to turn its money and 

weapons and the attention of its public, companies and media to that new focal point and Ukraine would become second-

rate news. It would soon be forgotten, and in such darkness, without public support and the supply of weapons and 

money, the “operation” could easily and quickly be declared a Russian triumph. The daily counter of spent Russian billions 

would finally stop. 

Moscow had high hopes that the crisis surrounding Nancy Pelosi’s visit to Taiwan would escalate. Of course, in such a 

situation, Moscow would not intervene directly. But it would not appeal for de-escalation. When Moscow officially 

announced that China “has the right to take all necessary measures to protect its sovereignty and territorial integrity,” it 

did not mean diplomacy. It is “inciting” China to raise its army and attack Taiwan with all its might. 

In another crisis, however, Russia interfered more directly, expecting the same outcome – a military conflict. In the recent 

crisis in the north of Kosovo, Russia, saw a chance to flare up the conflict. 

In the few days around 1 August, when the Kosovo authorities announced the confiscation of license plates and identity 

cards from local Serbs who in turn organised roadblocks, Russia carried out a large-scale and very aggressive hybrid 

operation. Its goal was to provoke a conflict and trigger Serbia’s reaction and the involvement of NATO. 

This operation was conducted mainly by issuing a large amount of disinformation in a short period, with the “collusion” 

of people from the highest levels of government in Moscow. 

At critical moments, through tightly controlled communication channels, Russia broadcast fake news, such as a Serbian  

wounded at the blockade near Jarinje, that the Serbian Army was moving its units and planes along the border with 

Kosovo, that an attack by Pristina forces on Serbs was expected. Falsified were also statements of the Serbian President 

Aleksandar Vučić. 

In that disinformation storm, Russia spread the false narrative that the conflict between Serbs and Albanians had already 

broken out, that because of this, Serbian security forces had already entered or were about to enter Kosovo, that 

Belgrade’s action was justified, and that Russia would help Serbia if it ended up in a conflict with the KFOR mission, which 

is under the command of NATO. 

The messages were broadcast through a large number of websites, social networks and private channels, with hundreds 

of thousands of followers, who until now known for their strongly pro-Russian views, and of whom many belong to 

extremist organisations in Russia and Serbia. 

Behind them are organisations and people with close ties to the Kremlin. The amount of disinformation was so significant 

that a part of it spilt over to some mainstream media in Serbia, serving as an additional channel for spreading 

disinformation, which was of great importance for Russian goals. 

As long as the war continues in Ukraine, Russia will instigate new conflicts, seeing this as a way out. (Euractiv). 
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Geopolitics 

As China launches missiles and makes threats, Pacific nations keeping a cool head - The biggest question for 

America’s treaty allies and close partners in the Indo-Pacific isn’t necessarily what China will do after US Speaker of the 

House Nancy Pelosi’s visit to Taiwan, but how each nation will manage their reactions. 

Already China has launched ballistic missiles over Taiwan, had ships and planes cross the so-called line of demarcation 

that marks the de facto border between the two governments and conducted what the official news organization Xinhua 

described as long-range live fire drills “on an unprecedented scale.” 

Tokyo lodged a diplomatic protest with Beijing. “This is a grave issue that concerns our country’s national security and 

the safety of the people,” defense minister Kishi Nobuo told reporters. 

The Chinese Foreign Ministry spokeswoman Hua Chunying said China was acting in accordance with “international law 

and international practices,” and added the fairly stunning observation that Japan’s EEZ doesn’t exist. 

“As for the Exclusive Economic Zone, China and Japan have not carried out maritime delimitation in relevant waters, so 

there is no such thing as an EEZ of Japan,” Hua told reporters at a daily briefing. 

The question is, how should Australia, South Korea, Japan and other US allies and partners in the region best manage the 

fallout? 

An early sign came when the G7 issued an Aug. 4 statement saying they were “concerned by recent and announced 

threatening actions by the People’s Republic of China, particularly live-fire exercises and economic coercion, which risk 

unnecessary escalation” in the Pacific region. Chinese Foreign Minister Wang Yi rejected the G7 statement. 

Taiwan itself has remained measured in its responses to China’s actions, not rising to give Beijing an excuse for further 

military adventurism. And while other nations in the region took a tepid stance at first, China’s actions in the last 48 hours 

have led to increased criticism — although still fairly muted. 

While Japan issued its political complaint, it too has not made any dramatic military movements. Australia’s Prime 

Minister, Anthony Albanese, took a low key approach, calling for everyone to continue to hew to the status quo. 

South Korea said very little about Pelosi’s visit to the American treaty ally and she did not mention Taiwan while there. 

Geo-Tech 

Corruption is sending shock waves through China’s chipmaking industry - China’s chipmaking industry 

descended into chaos last week, with at least four top executives associated with a state-owned semiconductor fund 

arrested on corruption charges. It’s an explosive turn of events that could force the country to fundamentally rethink 

how it invests in chip development, according to analysts and experts.  

On July 30, China’s top anticorruption institution announced that Ding Wenwu, the chief executive of the China 

Integrated Circuit Industry Investment Fund, nicknamed the “Big Fund,” had been arrested for “suspected serious 

violations of the law.” Ding is not the only person in trouble. Two weeks ago, Lu Jun, a former executive at the Big Fund’s 

management institution, was also taken into custody, along with two other fund managers, according to the Chinese 

news outlet Caixin. 

Established in 2014, the Big Fund was intended to use government money to build a supply chain of chips made in China, 

thus reducing reliance on the US and its allies. The fund epitomizes the way the Chinese government can throw its weight 

behind a strategic industry—in this case, semiconductors. 
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Eight years later, a total of $30 billion poured into the industry—with $20 billion more on the way—has yielded a 

complicated mix of successes and failures. The fact that the fund was driven by a political mission and not financial 

interests made it ripe for corruption, and analysts say the latest investigations may push China to manage semiconductor 

funding with more precision and professional knowledge. 

The idea of the Big Fund was to pour money into industries not getting funding from traditional routes like venture capital. 

Instead of startups, its first $20 billion funding round, in 2014, went after publicly listed companies and their subsidiaries, 

often in semiconductor materials and manufacturing, according to Rui Ma, a tech analyst and host of the podcast Tech 

Buzz China. These companies find it harder to make money because any progress in chipmaking requires a long period 

of time and significant investment in research. Therefore they’re less attractive to venture capitalists, Ma says.  

The Big Fund was arguably ahead of its time. In 2014, China’s central government decided it could use public funding to 

address the capacity gap in chip production while several local governments started experimenting with smaller funds. 

But it wasn’t until 2019, when the US cut off Huawei from accessing chips made with US technologies, that the situation 

became urgent. The semiconductor industry traditionally relies on global supplies, and Chinese tech companies are 

dependent on overseas suppliers like Taiwan’s TSMC, Korea’s Samsung, or the Netherlands’ ASML. All those countries 

are US allies. 

The urgency has only intensified in recent months and years: the US is increasingly squeezing China’s ability to access 

advanced chip technologies, even asking ASML to stop exporting older lithography machines to China. That makes the 

Big Fund, and the associated self-sufficiency drive, ever more important. 

The Chinese government has yet to reveal the exact reason why Ding and other people are being investigated. But most 

media outlets and analysts have associated the case with a cluster of corruption investigations around Tsinghua 

Unigroup, a semiconductor company invested in by the Big Fund that failed spectacularly in recent years. 

Founded in 1988, Tsinghua Unigroup is one of the oldest chipmakers in China. It made 

headlines in 2015 when its plan to acquire the American company Micron Technologies 

was blocked by the US government. Many of its ambitious acquisitions were backed by 

the Big Fund, which invested at least $2 billion in Unigroup and its subsidiaries to develop 

wafer manufacturing, flash memory chips, and 5G chips. 

But the juggernaut eventually faced bankruptcy in 2021. In July 2022, three former or 

current executives of Unigroup, including its chairman of 13 years, were put under 

investigation over corruption allegations, although no public charges have been posted 

so far. 

It remains unclear whether the failure of Unigroup directly triggered the anticorruption 

earthquake within Big Fund. However, the strategy that the latter has taken—throwing 

massive investments against the wall and seeing what sticks—can fail miserably. 

According to longtime observers, that strategy is also the perfect breeding ground for 

corruption. 

 “This is the least surprising corruption investigation I’ve heard of for a while,” says Matt 

Sheehan, a fellow at the US think tank the Carnegie Endowment for International Peace. 

“Not because I know Ding Wenwu is personally corrupt, but when you have that amount 

of money sloshing around in an industry, it’d be way more surprising if there isn’t a major 

corruption scandal.” 

A significant part of the problem was a lack of precision, says Sheehan. China knew it needed to invest in semiconductors 

but didn’t know what exact sub-industry or company to prioritize. The country has been forced to learn by trial and error, 
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feeling its way through issues like the bankruptcy of Unigroup and the expanding technology blockade by the US. The 

next step should be more targeted investments into specific companies, Sheehan says. 

That might mean a new boss for the Big Fund—someone who’s better versed in getting financial returns, says Paul Triolo, 

a senior VP at the business strategy firm Albright Stonebridge, which advises companies operating in China. Many of the 

Big Fund’s managers came from government backgrounds and may simply have lacked the relevant experience. Ding, 

who’s under investigation now, used to be a department director at China’s Ministry of Industry and Information 

Technology. 

“You need competent people to run this [Big Fund] that understand the industry, finance, and are not going to fund 

projects that don’t have a sound commercial basis,” Triolo says. 

Ultimately, these investigations may end up being positive for China’s semiconductor industry because they highlight the 

limitation of politically driven funding and may push the Big Fund to be managed on a more market-based basis. Beijing’s 

appetite for experiments is waning as its worries about self-sufficiency intensify. “They can’t afford to squander $5 billion 

on fabs that aren’t going to be viable,” says Triolo. 

Comment – Availability of semiconductors is vital to, amongst many other needs, a country’s strategic military defense 

capability. They are needed in all smart weaponry, control systems, communications, intelligence operations and a 

multiplicity of other secondary and lower-tiered industries and military and defense feeder manufacturers.  

Taiwan is the epicentre of the semiconductor universe and since the US severely restricted Chinese access to 

semiconductors by its sanctioning of Huawei (pronounced “wha-where”) and subsequent bans, China has been forced to 

progress by trial and error through starting up new plants to escape its dependence on imported conductors. 

This has led to the challenge in this article. They didn’t appoint specialist management to run these “trial and error” 

startups, placing instead military-type folk who were now exposed to billions of dollars cash swashing around their 

company pockets. China just does not have experienced and capable engineers available to run these plants and ensure 

operating success and ongoing development. 

Development is crucial to the industry but prohibitively expensive, requiring huge capital injection on a continuing basis. 

The US is endeavoring to relocate existing (foreign) plants to home soil, and to commission new Fabs (fabrication plants 

for microchips) in the US, but this is a long-term exercise and by the time a plant is relocated or commissioned, the related 

technology is largely outdated - “Moore’s Law.”  

This refers to Gordon Moore's perception that the number of transistors on a microchip doubles every two years. 

The cost of commissioning a fab is similar to the cost of constructing a nuclear power plant – except that investment in 

the latter will see a return over decades, whereas the former requires a constant “topping up” to maintain parity with 

technological development and progress. 

Thus private capital is scarce if not entirely unavailable for startup semiconductor ventures. There is limited or no financial 

and investor return. 

This is what China is now finding and what the US has experienced for years. 

Success in the semiconductor industry will require deep and ongoing federal engagement, just like the US did with 

expanding the national highway system. Nothing short of this will see any meaningful expansion in both semiconductor 

manufacture and development.  

Federal funding in China is not subject to the same scrutiny and authorization process as in the US, with the latter’s 

central federal budget process fraught with political infighting and staggering lengths of time to final execution.  
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Russia is finding this to its significant and immediate military detriment in its Ukrainian invasion, not having a domestic 

semiconductor industry or production capability. Now, with sanctions, it cannot access these integral elements of modern 

weapons systems. 

Perhaps now we are beginning to see why the Speaker of the House went to Taiwan, where she met industry leaders in 

the Taiwanese semiconductor sector. 

And now perhaps we are understanding why China reacted so vociferously to her visit. Their continuing need for 

advanced semiconductor supplies and development is integral to its future, without which it is estimated they may fall 

25 to 30 years behind the West. 

China needs Taiwan for more than just a nationalistic perspective.  

The US and the West is keenly aware of this strategic requirement (for China, and by implication Russia).  

South Korea and Japan have significant semiconductor industries, but insufficient to cope with global demand. Taiwan is 

the hinge-point of success with access to its fabs, development, established technological expertise and scientists 

absolutely and strategically vital to both the US and China. 

Geo-Military 

Blinken urges transparency from Cambodia on China-funded naval base - U.S. Secretary of State Antony 

Blinken on Friday urged the Cambodian government to open the naval base it is modernizing with Chinese funds, saying 

use of the site would pose a threat to Southeast Asia if used for China's defense. 

Blinken, in Phnom Penh to participate in the ASEAN regional meeting, hosted this year by Cambodia, called for calm in 

the face of China's live-fire response in the waters surrounding Taiwan in reaction to this week's visit to the self-governing 

island by U.S. House Speaker Nancy Pelosi. 

Blinken also said ASEAN member nations should counter the military junta that grabbed power in Myanmar in February 

2021 by seeking "ways to put more pressure on the regime â€” economic pressure, political pressure. They should engage 

with all of the representatives of the people of Myanmar, including the National Unity Government." 

He added, "We have to press the regime to allow humanitarian assistance to reach [the] people in Myanmar. And we 

should look at ways to make sure that weapons don't get to the regime." 

While in Phnom Penh, Blinken held wide-ranging talks with Hun Sen, Cambodia's leader since 1985, that included 

discussions of how to help get the nation's cashew and mango crops into the world market, and the return of its far-flung 

looted artifacts, "something I feel very strongly about, protecting culture," he told VOA Khmer. 

In discussing the Ream Naval Base, in southwestern Cambodia, Blinken told VOA Khmer that U.S. concern "is first and 

foremost in making sure that Cambodia has a truly independent foreign policy, and is not, does not feel pressured, of 

course, by anyone. 

"And when it comes to the Ream Naval Base, I think countries throughout the region would be very concerned if any one 

country had exclusive control or use of any portion of the base or was doing anything there that undermined the security 

of other countries in the region. So, I think it's important to have transparency and to make sure that the base is open to 

all, and not the exclusive use of any one country." 

The U.S. has alleged that China will maintain a military presence at Ream Naval Base, Beijing's second such overseas 

outpost and its first in the strategically significant Indo-Pacific region. It also has a post in Djibouti, at the mouth of the 

Red Sea. 
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Tea Banh, Cambodia's defense minister, said in June that the Ream base would most likely not be open for full 

examination by any foreigners after completion. He said that Cambodia would not allow any foreign military base on its 

soil and "has no intention to provoke any threats to any country, and Cambodia is never against other countries 'military 

building efforts.' " 

Sophal Ear, a scholar of Cambodia's politics and development at Arizona State University's Thunderbird School of Global 

Management, told VOA Khmer on Friday, "I think Secretary of State Blinken has reiterated what has been known for 

years: that Cambodia should be open and transparent on Ream Naval Base and that the exclusive use of Ream by any 

one country” China, in this case ” is a dangerous precedent that should not be permitted. From a regional perspective, it 

destabilizes the Southeast Asian region." 

US to take part in military exercise near India's disputed border with China - The US is to take part in a joint 

military exercise with India less than 62 miles from the South Asian country's disputed border with China. 

The military drills will be held in mid-October at an altitude of 10,000 feet in Auli in the Indian state of Uttarakhand and 

will focus on high-altitude warfare training, according to a senior Indian Army officer with knowledge of the matter. 

Auli is about 95 kilometers from the Line of Actual Control (LAC), an inhospitable piece of land where the disputed border 

between India and China is roughly demarcated. 

The drills will take place as part of the 18th edition of an annual joint exercise known as "Yudh Abhyas" -- or "War 

Practice". 

Relations between India and China have been strained since a bloody clash between their soldiers in the Himalayas in 

June 2020 left at least 20 Indian troops and four Chinese soldiers dead. 

Tensions have been raised further recently by China building a bridge across the Pangong Tso lake that sits along the 

border -- a move condemned by the Indian government as an "illegal occupation." 

The Line of Actual Control, the loosely-defined, de facto border between India and China, emerged out of the Sino-Indian 

border war of 1962, which itself was sparked by longstanding historical territorial disagreements. 

Its precise location can be blurry, and there is still dispute between China and India as to where one country ends and 

the other begins. 

China’s military exercises are an intel bonanza — for all sides - China’s massing of ships, aircraft and missiles 

near Taiwan is giving the U.S. a never-before-seen glimpse of how Beijing might launch a military campaign against the 

island. But China is also learning plenty of lessons that could eventually prove more important in how it plans for any 

future strike against the island of 23 million people. 

For all of China’s military might, the People’s Liberation Army has limited real-world experience outside of highly-

choreographed domestic military exercises and hasn’t fired a shot in anger since border scraps with Vietnam that ended 

in the 1980s. 

That makes these quickly assembled exercises around Taiwan a critical test for Beijing. It has brought dozens of aircraft, 

13 ships, missile batteries and their crews to bear in the last days, signaling an ability to deploy quickly, even if it’s close 

to home. Its ability to sustain those operations over time, if that’s what Beijing decides, will be a critical test for the 

military, and closely watched. 

The dozens of warplanes flying daily over the median line in the Taiwan Strait and warships prowling the waters off the 

coast represent a significant and ominous change to the status quo, and one that could have enormous consequences 

for the defense of Taiwan in the future, experts and officials said. 
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Pushing those warplanes over the line not only erases the previous boundary but doing so in coordination with warships 

and staying clear of the missiles flying in close proximity is exactly the kind of real-time interaction that modern militaries 

spend so much time and effort to perfect and has famously confounded the Russians in Ukraine.  

Getting those systems aligned, while watching Taiwan’s reaction, will yield critical knowledge about both capacity and 

readiness for Beijing if it launches military strikes against Taiwan or American interests in the Pacific. 

Chinese military planners are absorbing the reaction to their efforts, as Taiwan activates missile defense radars and 

moves troops and equipment around the island, giving Beijing key insights into how Taipei might react in time of war. 

Previous Chinese drills have been “like driving a new car around a lot, as opposed to taking it out on the highway,” said 

Randy Schriver, who served as the Pentagon’s top Asia policy official in the Trump administration. “The coordinated 

bracketing of the island is the kind of exercise that will be more applicable to an actual strike.” 

But Taiwan has held back and didn’t scramble any defense capability or expose any military planning – it kept quiet and 

a low profile. China thus couldn’t fathom Taiwan’s reaction capability. 

To this point, the United States has publicly held back, saying very little about the exercises while keeping its Japan-based 

USS Ronald Reagan carrier strike group in the region, but not close to Taiwan. The amphibious ship USS Tripoli is near 

Okinawa and the amphibious USS America is in the East China Sea. Both carry F-35 fighters. 

More significant will be the glimpses into how China deploys and uses its forces. It will likely be a “bonanza of 

intelligence,” that could yield insights into “the strengths and weaknesses of PLA mobilization,” said Collin Koh, a research 

fellow at the Institute of Defence and Strategic Studies in Singapore. 

Those peeks “would present a better picture of how the PLA may in future prosecute an invasion of Taiwan, or more 

generally how it would conduct a major military campaign,” than any long-planned exercise on the Chinese mainland 

ever could, Koh added. 

Defense officials said the military is watching the exercises closely, but generally, they have remained quiet about the 

Chinese actions. White House National Security Council spokesperson John Kirby has said repeatedly this week that the 

U.S. isn’t looking for a conflict with China. 

Secretary of State Antony Blinken, while traveling in Cambodia Friday, said “there is no justification for this extreme, 

disproportionate, and escalatory military response,” adding the Chinese moves “are a significant escalation” in the region. 

While the Chinese military has tested its missiles for years, their launch crews have never worked in an operational 

scenario where they have to wrestle with the complexities of military and commercial air and sea traffic and ensure their 

missiles can make it over populated civilian areas and land safely in designated waters. 


